Abstract
Introduction
In countries with recorded cultural histories of thousands of years, there is much popular and scholarly interest in calligraphy. Applications of calligraphic style recognition are more cultural, artistic and educational than those of font and writer recognition. Our source books of calligraphy are scanned at 600 dpi and 24-bit color by the China Academic Digital Associative Library (CADAL) project [1] , which is an active partner part of the Universal Digital Library (UDL) [2] .
Style classification has obvious similarities to font and writer recognition. Conventional OCR is normally concerned only with the alphanumeric label of each character image and of its neighbors. In font and writer identification both the character label and the font or writer label play a part. In our calligraphic database, each pattern has three labels (1) a GB-label selected from the 16-bit Chinese character subset of the Unicode equivalent to the Western ASCII codes; (2) a WorkID assigned arbitrarily to a printed copy of each original archival work created by a single scribe; and (3) a StyleID ranging from 1 to 5 that corresponds to the top level of the traditional calligraphic style taxonomy: seal, clerical, standard (regular), running, and cursive. The top level of an analogous taxonomy consists of the serif, sans-serif, cursive, fantasy, and monospace font families. This traditional printing and publishing terminology was adopted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the Cascading Style Sheet (CCS) specifications. Within each font there are size, weight, slant, aspect ratio and kerning variants. Cursive handwriting (as opposed to block lettering) lacks such well-defined divisions, but experts recognize Copperplate (or English round hand, emulated in the original printed version of the United States Declaration of Independence), Chancery, Italic (not necessarily slanted), Spencerian, Library hand, and Palmer Method scripts. Taxonomies based on Graphology [3] , designed to reveal personality traits, have been largely discredited.
We report research on: (1) Alternative feature representations for style discrimination. (2) Methods of alleviating the effects of lack of representative training data and unequal sample sizes on a set of 250 digitized calligraphic works of historical and artistic importance. (3) Interpretation of the results of comprehensive experiments on calligraphic style classification in terms of the statistical distributions of various elements of an archival database. (4) An experimental design and statistical data analysis that provide a realistic approximation of the expected applications of style quantification and also bear on aspects of classification that are often lacking in synthetic test data.
After a brief review of prior relevant work, we describe our recently developed style features and their statistical behavior on the database in Section 3. In Section 4 we examine alternatives for splitting the data into training and test sets for style recognition by means of a standard Bayesian classifier with empirical priors. Section 5 presents experiments on enhanced style classification using Borda-count voting and a proven scheme of classifier adaptation. We speculate on the causes and possible cures for, egregious misclassifications. In the final section we consider the gap between where we are and the contemplated wide-scale applications.
Prior Work
Research on font and writer recognition started long before automated calligraphic style classification, but all three aim at source identification rather than content extraction. There are many works on multi-character classification and classifier adaptation, so we mention only a few key references. Relevant background material can be found in the recent handbook edited by Doermann and Tombre [4] , the still useful handbook of Bunke and Wang [5] , the smaller DIA/OCR collections of Chaudhuri and Parui [6] , Marinai and Fujisawa [7] , Cheriet et al. []8, and in Ferilli's instructive monograph [9] . Instead of the many excellent treatises on pattern recognition, machine learning and image processing we cite only a work on data complexity edited by Basu and Ho [10] .
Style, Font, and Writer Recognition
Fortunately a highly respected work on the development of Chinese calligraphy is available in a scholarly English translation [11] . We have not found much research on algorithmic recognition of the style of hand-handwritten Hanzi characters aside from the style models of Zhuang, Lu and Wu [12] . A calligraphic tutoring system based on interactively extracted strokes and automated calligraphy generation was developed by Xu et al. [13] . Their system attempts to automatically evaluate aesthetically pleasing spatial configurations [14] . The classification of Hebrew and Arabic calligraphic handwriting styles has little bearing on Chinese calligraphy because the character structures are entirely different [15] .
A comprehensive set of experiments on calligraphic fonts was recently conducted by Bozkurt, Duygulu, and Cetin [16] . This paper also includes a thorough review of previous work on font features and font recognition, including the pioneering contributions of Ingold and Zramdini [17] The value of font recognition for text processing systems was demonstrated by Shi and Pavlidis [18] . A recognized authority on the forensic aspects of writer verification and forgery detection is S.N. Srihari [19, 20] 
Multi-pattern Classification and Adaptation
The way Anne writes a 'c' suggests how she might write an 'e'. Only ransom notes and font catalogs mix arbitrary typefaces. The availability of multiple characters from the same source helps to recognize both the characters and their source, as has been repeatedly demonstrated for hand-printing, handwriting, and printed material. Studies of adaptive systems date back at least to the work of Lucky [21] and Tsypkin [22] and later proposals often incorporate variations of Expectation Maximization [23] . We make use here only of the simple bootstrapping scheme presented at DR&R in 1993 [24] . The advantages of the Borda Count were discussed at the same time in the context of decision combination in multiple classifier systems by Ho, Hull and Srihari [25] . An article on analytical results published in 2007 on style-constrained Bayesian classification references several earlier experiments on characters from same-source fields [26] .
Our Earlier Work on Calligraphy Recognition
Initial experiments on forgery detection in Chinese calligraphy were conducted by Zhang and Zhuang in 2007. [27] We described an early version of a graphic interface for verifying or correcting the GB-labels of automatically classified character images at ICDAR 2011 [28] and presented the organization of the database for storing the bibliographic information and the highresolution color character images at HIP 2011 [29] . The organization of our database has not changed since then, but we are still adding images to it. Our first attempts at style comparisons drew useful suggestions at DR&R in 2012 [30] . At that time we had not yet developed style features. We reported the results of majority vote classification with new style features in a recent JEI article [31] . The current paper summarizes only aspects of our previous research necessary for stand-alone reading and adds (1) statistical analysis of the distance distributions resulting from various partitions of the data set, (2) classification results obtained with training sets realizable under actual operating conditions, and (3) classifier enhancements (adaptation and Borda Count) that are necessary under realistic conditions for labeling styles accurately enough for the proposed applications.
Style Features vs. Classification Features
All of our results are based on characters segmented from pages of books of calligraphy scanned at 600 dpi. Characters merged or broken by the initial vertical and horizontal projections (first into columns then into characters) are corrected and labeled using a graphic user interface developed for this purpose. The process is timeconsuming because some of the pages are badly degraded or in an unusual layout ( Fig.1 ) and even for experts the assignment of GB-labels and styles to rare and ancient characters often requires consulting scholarly works. Zero labels are entered for characters with unrecognizable meaning or style. All the segmented images are added to our ACCESS database with their bibliographic source, page number, and bounding box coordinates as primary keys. 
Style Features
Twenty-four style features are extracted from 8719 isolated bi-level character images and their skeletons obtained by medial image transforms. There are twelve stroke level features, including seven features characterize slope variations in near vertical strokes, and five are slope descriptors of the less discriminating near-horizontal features. The remaining twelve features target stroke widths and mass features derived from 2-D central moments.
Because writing with a brush induces style differences conveyed by horizontal and vertical strokes, they are characterized separately. Average slope and changes in slope along selected segments of the stroke are determined directly from the skeleton segments. These measures depend on overall slant and on the presence or absence of serif-like manifestations, which are sensitive style attributes. Average and variability in stroke width, which are related to stress or pressure on the brush, require examination of the binary image surrounding the skeleton segments. The ratio of foreground to background pixels (density), the aspect ratio of the character bounding box, and the location of the foreground centroid with respect to the bounding box are global character features that do not require reference to Segmenting character into strokes is hampered by deformed crossings and T-junctions. The skeleton stroke segments are therefore traced according to the traditional Chinese character writing rules: left-to-right, top-to-bottom, and outside-in. Directional continuity is preserved when possible to emulate calligraphers. The stroke width variability is computed based on the width of each skeleton pixel. After the strokes are extracted, no further use is made of their putative order.
The feature vectors are entered into an array along with their unique sample identifier CharID, their work identifier WorkID, and the StyleID and GB-Label assigned by the calligraphic data entry expert. Since we cannot use here samples without style labels, 834 characters with unrecognized style (i.e., with StyleID=0) are deleted. However, 63 samples with unknown meaning (with GB-label =0) are kept because their style is the same as that of neighboring characters in the same work. The labeled feature arrays are imported into Matlab for further analysis.
Style-feature Distance Distributions
None of us ignore the dominant role of features in classification. It is a commonplace that good features exhibit large differences between patterns of the different class and small differences between patterns of the same class. We therefore study the distributions of feature distances between the classes or groupings relevant to calligraphic character images. Below we report the average value and standard deviations of distances between characters of: (1) the same and different works; (2) the same and different styles (3) the same and different GB-labels. Since these three variables condition every distribution, its distances, populations, means and standard deviations under eight conditions are computed. Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of the distance distributions of all three variables. The individual components of the Euclidian distances are standardized to unit variance to prevent any feature from dominating the others. Since pairs of characters from the same Work cannot be of different style, the corresponding entries are null. Combining the distances over the three variables leads to three possible comparisons: The three possible final grouping are shown in Table 5 . The total Count is 34,316,470, which is equal to Nchars×(Nchars-1)/2, where Nchars = 8285 is the number of characters with style labels. The Grand Average of the distances is 6.27 with a Standard Deviation of 2.94. As expected, characters with the same GB-code are much more similar than corresponding pairs from different works. (Table 2 ). We can also see from Table 4 that regardless of their source, it is much easier to tell whether two characters from the same style if they have the same GB label. There are, however, far fewer same-GB characters than different-GB characters. Finding such pairs in most applications is far more difficult than finding same-letter comparisons in alphabetic scripts. Regardless of the level of grouping, it is clear that our features do indeed discriminate between styles. Table 5 shows that the overall difference between different and same styles (6.42 -5.79) exceeds the difference between different and same GB labels (6.27 -5.81). Are they better than "ordinary" classification features?
To answer this question, we computed the same statistics over the same data set for a set of 16 features designed for Chinese character recognition (i.e., finding the GB-label for an unknown image). We show only the final groupings in Table 6 . The actual values of the means for different numbers of features cannot be compared directly. The increase in the distance between patterns is a complicated function of the feature dimensionality because in high dimensions all the patterns tend to be confined to a thin spherical shell [32] . It is clear, however, that for these features the difference between same and different GB labels is much greater than that between same and different styles. The contrast between the two feature sets is even more striking when we consider the difference of the means normalized by variance. The standard deviation of the 16 character recognition features is about 50% smaller in every grouping than that of the 24 style features. 
Style Vectors
The five 24-dimensional style vectors are the feature vectors averaged over each style. The Standardized Euclidean distance matrix of Table 7 indicates the separation of the style vectors in feature space. Style #5 (cursive) is clearly very different from the other four styles. The distance matrix does not show that it is also far more dispersed in feature space. 
Effects of Training Set Selection and Size
The distribution of character samples in our corpus is highly non-uniform with respect to GB-labels, sizes of works, number of works, and sample populations of each style. This increases the variance of the style classification results when works are randomly assigned to either the training or the test set.
The distributions of the GB-labels, of the sizes of works, and of the number of samples of each style can be computed directly from the database (Fig. 2) . The five style populations are 1664, 2867, 1437, 650, and 1667.
The very gradual reduction in the error with the increase in the size of the training set can be seen in Table 8 . The table shows results averaged over twenty-fold cross-validation. Each run generates a random permutation of the list of unique CharIDs. The first N characters of the permutated list are assigned to the training set, with N chosen according to the specified fraction. Therefore larger training sets are necessarily evaluated on smaller test sets. None of the experiments (training and testing on 8285 samples, with 20-fold cross-validation) take more than 15 second on a 2GHz computer running Matlab R2013a under Windows 7. When there is no training set (0%) the style with the largest number of characters, for example StyleID = 2, is assigned to every sample. The last row of the table shows the results of training on the test set. The residual error rate is high because with the current features, no linear boundary can separate the styles. Quadratic boundaries reduce the training-on-test error rate by only 0.4%. Nevertheless the error rate is lower than might be expected from the distance distributions of Section 3.2 We use pooled rather than individual covariance only because correlations between features are generally due far more to feature design than to classification. For example one might expect both stroke thickness and the number of strokes to be positively correlated with foreground density regardless of style. The linear classifier aligns the hyper planes according to the pooled covariance matrix of all the training samples.
Anticipating the experiments on multi-character recognition in the next section, Table 8 reports results on three different methods of splitting the entire data into mutually exclusive and totally exhaustive training and test sets.
Method 1 is the conventional random split without regard for the source of the characters (i.e., of their WorkIDs).
Method 2 strives for a more representative training set by assigning a given fraction of each work to the training set.
Method 3 is the most realistic evaluation. Each work is randomly assigned to either the training or the test set.
As expected, the highest classification accuracy is obtained by assigning part of each work to the training set. The roughly three-fold increase in variability of Method 3 is due to the large effect of entire works being randomly assigned to either the training set or the test set. The error rate with Method 3 is uniformly higher than with Method 2.
Classifier Enhancements
Multi-character classification with voting is equivalent to recognizing the style of a work from which several random samples are available. In character recognition, we often assume that a string of unknown characters is from a single source such as a printed or handwritten phrase or paragraph. The advantage of using linguistic context in character recognition is maximized by selecting adjacent characters. For style recognition a random sample may be more effective because it will be less affected by local page deterioration and segmentation errors.
Majority and Borda Count voting
The Borda Count is an effective alternative to majority voting because the classifier score (posterior probability) of each voter is taken into account by ranking. Hence a character which has Style #3 as the second highest score contributes more to assigning the unknown to Style #3 than a character which has Style #3 ranked fourth or fifth.
Consider the (real) example below. Each row represents the classifier output for one character that participates in the vote (the actual unknown is the last row.) Digits in the first row are the votes for the first character. From right to left, the classifier assigns Style #4 as the most likely class for the first character, followed by Style #5, with Style #2 least likely. Looking only at the rightmost column, there are two votes for each of styles #3 and #5, and one for each of #2 and #4. Therefore majority voting results in a tie between styles #3 and #5, Borda Count voting uses additional rank information. Style #5 has rankings of 4, 2, 3, 5, 5, and 4 (the contribution decrease from right to left, and each row is ranked independently). Therefore its Borda Count is 4+2+3+5+5+4 = 23. The Borda Count for Style #3 is 22. Therefore the assigned class is #5, which is correct here.
Borda Counts for styles #1, through style #5 = 11，13，22，21， 23
Classsifer Adaptation
The "self-correcting" adaptation scheme that we use here is independent of the classifier details -it is exactly the same for a linear, Mahalanobis, or quadratic classifier. The classifier parameters are initially estimated on the training set, and the test set is classified with the initial classifier. Next, the test set, with labels assigned by the classifier, is added to the training set, and the classifier is retrained with all the samples (even though some of these samples are mislabeled). Then the test set is reclassified by the retrained classifier. This process can be iterated several times, but in our experience most of the (slight) improvement is generated on the first iteration. The improvement is greatest when the initial accuracy is already high. --It is natural to suggest setting a reject threshold so that only confidently classified characters participate in classifier re-training. Natural but wrong. The accuracy invariably drops when only highconfidence samples are added to the training set. Perhaps eliminating characters close to the classification boundary reduces the benefits of additional samples, because it is exactly the representative borderline patterns that are eliminated by the reject procedure.
Multi-character Classification Accuracy
We validate multi-character recognition using the same procedure as in Section 4. Table 9 , shows the improvement in accuracy through multi-character classification averaged over 10 random iterations. Nvote is the number of characters participating in each classification decision, including the unknown itself. The remaining Nvote -1 samples are selected randomly from the same work. Different "voters" are selected in each random iteration by taking the first Nvote-1 characters from a random permutation of the population of the same work.
As seen in the previous section, single character style classification hovers around 70%, which corresponds to Nvote=1. Even as few as three additional characters result in more than 10% improvement. The key contributor is the information from the additional characters. The Borda Count and Classifier Adaptation help to make slightly better use of this information. Each contributes a cumulative improvement of another percent or so.
When a work is too small to provide the specified number of voters, the classifier takes whatever is available. Here up to 36 test characters (25 on average), depending on which works appeared in the test set, did not have enough voters. Most of the misclassifications are due to the confusions between Running and Cursive styles (#4 and #5) as shown by the highlighted cells of Table 10 . The style of a single character in these styles may also puzzle an expert who could readily identify the style of an entire work. We note that the empirical prior probabilities used for Bayesian classification take into account the unequal number of training samples from the different styles. 
Illustrations of Successes and Failures in Style Classification
A visual impression of easy and difficult cases may add insight to the above recognition accuracy statistics. Figure 3 show visual example of characters that all agree on voting the same style. We can inspect any of the characters in their original settings in the page image. The style labels for our experiments where assigned by an expert viewing the characters in their page context. If the first character in the first row of Fig. 3 is clicked, then we can see its original detail page image in the left page of Fig. 4 . If the last character in the 4th row is clicked, then we see its page on the right. The red minimum bounding box show the original location of the character.
There were only three cases where all six voters agreed and were all wrong. These are shown in Fig. 5 . The voters in all three cases voted for Style #5. The three unknown characters came, however, from a single page on the right that the expert had labeled Style #4. Experts would certainly all agree that the page is either Style #4 or #5, but they might not all agree on one style. This is an example of a borderline style. 
Conclusion
A study of the distribution of distances between character pairs from various groupings by GB-label, WorkID, and StyleID shows that the local and global features that we have developed are sensitive to style differences. This enables formulation of a vectorial style space partitioned into style regions by the distance of samples from one or more style vectors. The style sensitivity of the features also allow recognition the style of small groups of characters from the same work without training the classifier on any samples from that work. The classification is much more accurate for Seal, Clerical and Regular styles than for running and cursive styles. It is, of course, even more accurate when representative samples are available from each work, but this condition can seldom be realized in the cultural and educational applications of interest (e.g., a smart phone app that identifies the style of a photographed fragment of a calligraphic inscription or scroll).
Combining classifier results with the Borda Count instead of majority vote, and a simple adaptation scheme, raise the overall accuracy to 90% when seven same-source characters are available from a work of unknown style. The correlation between features is dominated by the selected feature set rather than by the style class, therefore there is no advantage in using individual covariance matrices instead of the more robust pooled covariance matrix. We believe that the current classification rate over multiple characters exceeds that of expert classification based on a single character and approaches the limit set by the perceptual overlap between styles.
We intend to classify the works in each main style group into subgroups. The most promising candidate for further partitioning is the #3 Regular style. Unsupervised style classification (clustering) of works offers the opportunity to discover hitherto unknown relationships between different groups of calligraphy artists. This may require further refinement of our current Euclidian distance based measure of calligraphic similarity.
Original calligraphic works are highly valued in China. Therefore forgery detection is remains a potential application of style recognition. Style recognition, like font recognition for Western scripts, is also likely to improve automated transcription of ancient works. Although the most important works have already been transcribed by hand, scholars would like to be able to search and compare with modern document analysis tools the many less significant works that have been scanned but not transcribed. This trove includes millions of family histories (Jiapu), where providing individuals with the ability to automatically transcribe their own records might allay privacy concerns. Of less cultural but greater popular and commercial interest is the generation and rendering of arbitrary text in favorite styles.
